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Stage 1. Aid delivery and prelimenary processing 
(27.05 – 3.06)

Humanitarian aid (27 pallets / ~8 tons), was delivered and duly received on Friday, May 27, 
2022, ~at 13:00 pm in Uzhgorod, and temporarily placed at the local warehouse.

From Monday, May 30 to Thursday, June 2 initial inventory, regrouping, resorting and 
repacking were conducted.

For the sake of better storage conditions, faster processing and further delivery to final 
destinations, on Friday, June 3, all shipment was relocated to Ivano-Frankivsk, to 
warehouse with better location, facility and transport infrastructure.

At the same time official written requests from specific regions, local funds and 
communities were received, analysed and selected for further fulfilment. 



Stage 2. Deep inventory, sorting and grouping 
accordingly to accepted requests, preparation to 
regional distribution and dispatch (06.06 – 10.06)

Humanitarian aid (27 pallets / ~8 tons), was delivered and duly received on Friday, May 27, 
2022, ~at 13:00 pm in Uzhgorod, and temporarily placed at the local warehouse.

Comprehensive processing was fulfilled - sorting, grouping and packing accordingly to 
received requests after analysis and check.

10+ destinations and hubs (for further fractional distribution) were selected: Dnipro, 
Kropivnicky, Pavlograd, Mariupol refugee`s centre in Kyiv, Novovolynsk, Borodyanka, 
Makariv, Poltava, Khmelnicky, Ivano-Frankivsk region (rehabilitation centre in Goshiv 
village).

Copies of request letters and consignment notes with detailed lists of shipped goods are 
.here

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VtXex-OwsBjJf3XsG5iv4Y9fncCVRUo5/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105983119766644595515&rtpof=true&sd=true


Stage 3. Delivery and distribution to final recipients 
(11.06 – still in process)

All pallets and packed goods arrived at final destination hubs in good conditions, without 
any damages and losses. 

After arriving all goods have been given out to final recipients or split up for further 
delivery to  specific places and addressees.

Photo reports of main stages and final deliveries are attached (see next slides).



On behalf of TAS Life team, 

people who received aid


and all Ukrainians 

we express the greatest 
grattitude for your help!




Please, look on how everything 

was done (see next slides).
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The shipment was divided to smaller parts accordingly to received written requests and 
distributed to regional humanitarian hubs and specific recipients (as defense forces, hospitals, 
refugee families etc). The division into smaller parts and careful selection of requests provided 
maximum assurance that aid went where it is needed the most.



Warehouse in Ivano-
Frankivsk, the main 
place of processing  
and further distribution 



Special 
delivery…



Direct delivery to communities of Borodyanka 
and Makariv (first among occupied suburb 
cities near Kyiv in March and April)



Delivery to Pidgorodnye 
(small community near 
Dnipro city). 


Recipients: refugee 
families from active war 
zone in Luhansk and 
Donetsk regions, people 
with special needs. Most 
of them are refugees for 
the second time (since 
2014).



Delivery to Kyiv`s 
help center for 
Mariupol refugees



Delivery to Poltava and small rural communities. 


Recipients: defense forces, refugee families, hospitals and small 
humanitarian hubs



Delivery to refugee 
families from Kharkiv, 
Volnovakha and 
Shakhtarsk



Delivery to refugee 
families, one of them 
with 6 kids, from 
Hlukhiv, Mariupol 
and Kherson



Delivery to refugee 
families from Popasne, 
Pokrovsk, Orikhiv 
village, Zaporizhia 
region



Delivery to refugee families from Rodynske, Donetsk region



Special delivery 
to the military



Delivery for families 
of refugees from the 
East of Ukraine in 
Poltava



Delivery to refugees 
from Mariupol, who 
currently live in 
Oleksandriya



Delivery to refugee families from Kharkiv and Kherson



Truly great friends are hard 
to find, difficult to leave, 
and impossible to forget.


